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News from the Center

By John Sanders, NBRC Director
We just concluded the Spring Meeting of
the NBRC in conjunction with the Southwest
Section and the Structural Clay Products
Division of the American Ceramic Society. It
was nice to have an in-person meeting after
two years of virtual Spring Meetings. Thanks
to all who could participate, and special thanks
to our hosts for the Plant Tours: Taylor Clay
Products, Statesville Brick, J.C. Steele & Sons,
and Old Carolina Brick. See page 24 for more
Spring Meeting highlights.
We have some staffing changes happening at
the NBRC. As many of you know, Mike Walker
will be “retiring” later this year. Mike is going
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Mike Walker and Kathy Hill

"News" continued

to step back to part-time to allow for more time
to travel with his wife, enjoy Lake Hartwell, and
work on his projects. At the NBRC, Mike wears
many hats. Mike currently oversees all our
ASTM testing, ISO accreditation and intranet
data systems. Also, Mike leads the lab portion
of our short courses and teaches in the short
course, presents webinars, composes Little
Things Mean a Lot, contributes to publishing
Brickyard Magazine, participates in ASTM
committee work, and helps the NBRC plan
and host each Clemson Brick Forum. Mike has
always been ready to lend his ingenuity to our
research projects. All this means that Mike’s full
retirement would have obviously left a big hole
for us; but, fortunately for us, he has agreed
to stay on in a part-time role with a target of
two days per week on average. This will give
us the flexibility to handle special projects and
events. Mike is going to give one last Webinar
on June 8th. Please plan to join us if you can.
See page 22 for more information.

Kathy Hill joined our team just before the
Spring Meeting and will pick up many of
Mike’s responsibilities. Kathy is working with
Mike to take over the ASTM testing and ISO
accreditation responsibilities. As she develops
in her new role, she will begin to participate
in ASTM committee work, the Forum, and our
other educational activities. Kathy is no stranger
to the Center-- Kathy, Mike, and I were all
undergraduates together at Clemson, (see our
throwback photo on the next page) and Kathy
and I both did our graduate work at Clemson
on emissions (HF and SO2). After graduation
with her master’s degree in Environmental
Engineering, Kathy stayed on with the Center
for a while and helped Denis and Gary get
things going when they moved into Bishop Lab
in 1996. Kathy then moved on to Robert Bosch
in Anderson, SC where she worked for 25 years.
We are really glad that Kathy could come back
and contribute her talents and enthusiasm to
the NBRC team. You can find Kathy’s contact
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"News" continued

information later in this issue (see page 20),
but if you use us for ASTM testing, you will be
hearing from her soon.

Today's Familiar Faces back in 1994

Kathy Hill at NBRC
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Now that we are finished with the Spring
Meeting our focus is on Forum planning. I am
putting together the Forum Technical Program
as I write this news and we should be able to
publish that preliminary program in the next
issue. We are hoping to have some optional
tours for those who can spend a little extra time
with us. Registration for the Forum is already
open, and you can find more information about
registration and other Forum plans later in this
issue (see page 8-9).
We have ASTM meetings in June as well as a
Masonry Symposium. Mike Walker and I will be
working with the Methods of Test Task Group
to introduce an alternate rapid freeze/thaw
test procedure. You can find more information
about this test method on page 10 of this issue.
Nate and I will be presenting two papers at this

"News" continued

symposium based on our thermal performance
research. These papers, titled “Impact of Wall
Ties on the Steady-State Thermal Performance
of Wall Systems” and “Thermal Performance of
Wall Systems Utilizing Radiant Barriers” have
both been published by ASTM.
We have also been able to make several
upgrades to the lab. As our gradient furnace
neared the end of its life, we looked for an
alternative and found the furnace that you see
in Figure 1 pictured here. With this furnace
we can control each of the nine chambers
independently, so we have a lot more control
over the thermal gradient. In addition to raw
material evaluations, we have already done
quite a lot of work with engobes and coatings
using this furnace.

Figure 1 – New Gradient Furnace

We have also ordered a new instrument known
as a micro-X-Fluorescence Unit (micro-XRF) for
chemical analysis. Our current XRF analyzes a
quarter-sized spot and is used for raw material
analysis. The new micro-XRF unit will map
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"News" continued

the chemistry of a large area with a spot size
as small as 20 microns. The chamber for this
unit will actually accommodate a whole brick.
This will allow us to substantially extend the
types of analyses that we do. This instrument
will be particularly useful for evaluating firing
defects or the effect of additives to brick as
well as analyzing customer complaints. I will
share more information in the future once the
instrument is up and running.
Wishing you a great start to summer; remember
to register for the Clemson Brick Forum!

More ways to help you make
brick better. Since 1889.
704.872.3681 | Info@jcsteele.com |
www.jcsteele.com
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NBRC Short Course

ƵŐƵƐƚϭͲϰ͕ϮϬϮϮ
About the Short Course

The NBRC Short Course consists of four days of intensive
classroom instruction and hands-on work in the Bishop Materials
Laboratory.

Who should attend?

Anyone interested in the technology of manufacturing brick – from
3ODQW6XSHUYLVRUVWR3UHVLGHQWV²ZLOOEHQHÀW7KHFRXUVHLVDOVR
recommended for those employees who want to gain new skills to
advance their careers.

What does the course cover?

The course covers all aspects of brick manufacturing. Lectures
are reinforced with hands-on testing of raw materials and brick
from each attendee’s plant.

dKZ'/^dZ
ĂŶĚĨŽƌĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶƐ/ŶĨŽ͗
sŝƐŝƚďƌŝĐŬĂŶĚƟůĞ͘ŽƌŐ͕ΗǀĞŶƚƐΗƚĂď͕Žƌ
ĐĂůů:ĞƐƐŝĐĂtĂŐŶĞƌ͕ϴϲϰͲϲϱϲͲϭϬϵϰ
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The Forum is happening September 25 - 27,
at the Anderson Civic Center in Anderson, SC. And we
want you there! We'd love for you to take a moment
and register now to attend.
As the Forum details get ironed out, we will keep them
updated on our website, brickandtile.org.
To register, visit brickandtile.org, call Jessica Wagner at
864-656-1094, or scan this QR code.

Please reach out to us at NBRC with any questions!
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Proposed Forum Daily Schedule

Wednesday 9/28

Tuesday 9/27

Monday 9/26

Sunday 9/25

(**Schedule is Tentative/Subject to Change**)

TBD Golfing Activity
10:00AM - 4:00PM Vendor Setup
4:00PM - 4:30PM Registration Open
4:30PM - 5:30PM Educational Seminar
5:30PM - 9:00PM Hospitality

7:30AM Doors Open
8:00AM - 12:00PM Technical Program
12:00PM - 1:00PM Lunch (Provided)
1:00PM - 5:00PM Technical Program
5:00PM - 6:00PM JC Steele Cookout Reception
5:30PM - 7:00PM Steak Cookout
5:00PM - 9:00PM Hospitality Open

7:30AM Doors Open
8:00AM - 12:00PM Technical Program
(no vendor teardown during presentations)
12:00PM End of Forum
12:00PM - 4:00PM Vendor Teardown
1:00PM - 3:00PM Optional Tours of NBRC (at
NBRC)
(Just show up any time during this window for
tours)

9:30AM - 10:30AM Optional BMW Tours
10:30AM - 11:30AM Optional BMW Tours
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Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing
by John Sanders and Mike Walker

/Ŷ ^dD Ϯϭϲ ĂŶĚ ϲϱϮ͕ ďƌŝĐŬ ŝƐ ŐƌĂĚĞĚ ĂƐ ^t Žƌ Dt ďĂƐĞĚ ŽŶ ƉŚǇƐŝĐĂů ƉƌŽƉĞƌƚŝĞƐ Žƌ Ă
ĐŽŵďŝŶĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƉŚǇƐŝĐĂůƉƌŽƉĞƌƚŝĞƐĂŶĚĨƌĞĞǌĞͭƚŚĂǁƚĞƐƚŝŶŐ͘ƵƌƌĞŶƚůǇ͕^dDϮϭϲĂŶĚϲϱϮ
ƵƐĞ ďŽŝůĞĚ ǁĂƚĞƌ ĂďƐŽƌƉƚŝŽŶ͕ ƐĂƚƵƌĂƚŝŽŶ ĐŽĞĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚƐ ĂŶĚ ĐŽŵƉƌĞƐƐŝǀĞ ƐƚƌĞŶŐƚŚ ƚŽ ĂƐƐĞƐƐ ƚŚĞ
ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů ĚƵƌĂďŝůŝƚǇŽĨĂďƌŝĐŬ͘ƌŝĐŬƚŚĂƚŵĞĞƚƐƚŚĞƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ŝƐĐůĂƐƐŝĨŝĞĚĂƐ^t;ƐĞǀĞƌĞ
ǁĞĂƚŚĞƌͿ ŐƌĂĚĞ͘  /ƚ ŝƐ ĂůƐŽ ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ ĨŽƌ ďƌŝĐŬ ƚŽ ŵĞĞƚ Ă ůŽǁĞƌͲůĞǀĞů Dt ;ŵŽĚĞƌĂƚĞ ǁĞĂƚŚĞƌͿ
ŐƌĂĚĞ͘dŚĞƌĞĂƌĞĂůƐŽƚǁŽĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐĨŽƌĂĐŚŝĞǀŝŶŐĂŶ^tŐƌĂĚĞďƌŝĐŬ͘ƐƵŵŵĂƌǇŽĨƚŚĞŐƌĂĚŝŶŐ
ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐĂŶĚƚŚĞŐƌĂĚŝŶŐĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞƐĂƌĞƐŚŽǁŶŝŶdĂďůĞϭ͘
Table 1 – Summary of Grading Requirements in ASTM C216 and ASTM C652
Base Requirements

Alternate 1

Alternate 2

Physical Requirements

Absorption Alternate

Freeze Thaw Alternate

Individual

Average

Individual

Average

Individual

Average

Compressive Strength

2500 PSI
Min

3000 PSI
Min

2500 PSI
Min

3000 PSI
Min

2500 PSI
Min

3000 PSI
Min

Boiled Water
Absorption

2Ϭ% Max

ϭϳ% Max

0.80

0.78

Saturation Coefficient
Cold Water
Absorption

8% Max

Freezing and Thawing

Pass

&ƌĞĞǌĞͭdŚĂǁĚƵƌĂďŝůŝƚǇĂŶĚƉŚǇƐŝĐĂůƉƌŽƉĞƌƚŝĞƐĂƌĞƌĞůĂƚĞĚĂƐŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞĚŝŶƚŚĞƉŚǇƐŝĐĂůƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇ
ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐƐŚŽǁŶŝŶdĂďůĞϭ͘tŚĞŶďƌŝĐŬŝŶƚŚĞǁĂůůŚĂǀĞǁĂƚĞƌŝŶƚŚĞƉŽƌĞƐĂŶĚƚŚĞǁĂƚĞƌ
ĨƌĞĞǌĞƐ͕ĞǆƉĂŶƐŝǀĞĨŽƌĐĞƐƌĞƐƵůƚǁŚŝĐŚĐĂŶůĞĂĚƚŽĨĂŝůƵƌĞ͘ Dr͘ZŽďŝŶƐŽŶƐƚĂƚĞĚƚŚĂƚĚƵƌĂďŝůŝƚǇŝƐĂ
ĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶŽĨďŽƚŚƚŚĞƉŽƌĞƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞŽĨƚŚĞďƌŝĐŬĂŶĚƚŚĞŶĂƚƵƌĞŽĨƚŚĞĨŝƌĞĚďŽŶĚ͘/ŶŽƚŚĞƌǁŽƌĚƐ͕
ƚŚĞ ƉŽƌĞƐ ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞ ŚŽǁ ŵƵĐŚ ǁĂƚĞƌ ƚŚĞ
ďƌŝĐŬĐĂŶ ŚŽůĚ ĂŶĚ ŚŽǁ ƋƵŝĐŬůǇ ŝƚ ĐĂŶ ĂďƐŽƌď
®
ǁĂƚĞƌ͕ ǁŚŝůĞ ƚŚĞ ĨŝƌĞĚ ďŽŶĚ ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞƐ ŚŽǁ
ƚŚĞďƌŝĐŬĐĂŶƌĞƐŝƐƚƚŚĞĞǆƉĂŶƐŝǀĞĨŽƌĐĞƐĂƐƚŚĞ
Stringent quality control - gradation &
ǁĂƚĞƌĞǆƉĂŶĚƐŽŶĨƌĞĞǌŝŶŐ͘&ŽƌďƌŝĐŬƚŚĂƚĚŽ
chemical analysis 60+ samples per month.
Consistant gradation for easy flow onto brick.
ŶŽƚŵĞĞƚƚŚĞƉŚǇƐŝĐĂůƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ͕
Packaged in 50 lb Bags or 1.5 ton Super Bags.
ƚŚĞĨƌĞĞǌŝŶŐĂŶĚƚŚĂǁŝŶŐĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞĂůůŽǁƐĨŽƌ
ĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůƚĞƐƚŝŶŐƚŽĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞƚŚĞŐƌĂĚĞ͘

Dolo-Kote 70
Dolo-Kote 70® is a low calcium (53.4% by weight),
high magnesium (44.6% by weight) coating.

For more information
please contact us at
(800) 234-8970
2522 Swords Creek Road
Swords Creek, VA 24649

™
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An American Owned Company Since 1868

"Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing" continued

In C216, Alternate 1 addresses those brick that have low Cold Water Absorptions. As the Cold
Water Absorption goes below 8%, the Cold Water Absorption and the Boiled Water Absorption
approach each other which results in an apparent increase in the saturation coefficient at lower
overall absorption levels. As a reminder, the Saturation Coefficient is calculated by dividing the
Cold Water Absorption by the Boiled Water Absorption. This alternate allows brick with a cold
water absorption less than 8% and that also meet the compressive strength requirements to be
graded as SW regardless of the saturation coefficient.

The second Alternate addresses those brick that may have a higher Cold and Boiled Water
Absorption but have a high enough Compressive Strength or glass bond to overcome the forces
generated by the freezing water in the pores. If these brick pass the freezing and thawing test
described in ASTM C67 and meet the compressive strength requirements, they can also meet
the SW grading requirements.
The current freeze/thaw test procedure that is required for the Freezing and Thawing alternate
is very labor intensive, time consuming and does not actually simulate exposure of the brick in
the wall. This article describes an alternate automated rapid test that has been developed to
address several issues with the existing test method. This new test method will be proposed
for inclusion in ASTM C67 as an alternate test method. This new test method is essentially a
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"Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing" continued

modification of ASTM C666 which is already used for concrete and PCI panel tests to make it
applicable to the testing of individual brick. After extensive testing, we have found that this
method gives results that are equivalent to the existing test method but in much shorter times.
A summary of the key differences between the existing test method and the new rapid test
method is shown in Table 2. These differences will be explained in subsequent sections of this
article.
Table 2 - Comparison of Freeze/Thaw Test Procedures

Direction of Test
Cycling
Sample Handling
Test Specimens
Saturation of Test
Specimens
Sample Inspection
During Test
Cycle recording
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Existing ASTM C67 Freeze/Thaw Test
Method
Omnidirectional
4 cycles per week
(12.5 weeks to complete 50 cycles)

Proposed Rapid Freeze/Thaw Test
Method
Unidirectional
Up to 5 cycles per day – 7 days per week
(As little as 10 days to complete 50
cycles)
Manual
Automated after samples are loaded
Half brick
Full Brick
Variable – samples dry during storage and Samples are saturated prior to testing and
regain saturation during the week
not allowed to dry during testing
Possible with each cycle
Can be performed at scheduled intervals
but this may slow cycling
Manual, if required
Automated

" Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing" continued

In the existing ASTM freeze/thaw test, half
bricks are partially saturated for 4 hours and
then placed in a pan on the header of the brick in
½ inch of water. The pan of brick and water are
then placed in a freezer and allowed to freeze
overnight. The following day, the frozen bricks
are placed in a thawing tank. Fifty of these
freeze/thaw cycles are required in the ASTM
method, but only 4 cycles can be completed
in a 5-day work week. Over the weekend, the
bricks are stored in the lab and allowed to dry. This test takes 12.5 weeks to complete and, as
such, has limited value to manufacturers and consumers. The Canadian test method is similar;
however, the bricks are not allowed to dry over the weekend, thus more cycles can be completed
in a week. Further, since the bricks are not allowed to dry over the weekend, a higher level of
saturation is maintained.
Failure in both the ASTM and Canadian test methods is determined by breakage, the development
of cracks, or weight loss greater than 0.5%. Finally, the failure mode in the existing ASTM C67
test method typically does not resemble freeze/thaw failures in brick walls where the face of
the brick delaminates from the bulk of the brick. Conversely, when failure occurs in the rapid
freeze/thaw test procedure, it resembles a typical freeze/thaw facial delamination.
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"Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing" continued

In a wall the face of the brick typically cycles much more often than the bulk of the brick. After
the saturated brick work has frozen, the exposed face of the brick tends to thaw during the day
and refreeze at night. This unidirectional freeze/thaw gradient on just one face is thought to
be responsible for the facial delamination that is commonly seen in freeze/thaw failures. An
example failure from the new automated test method is shown in Figure 1. The face of the brick
at the bottom of brick was exposed to the cyclic freezing and thawing during the test.

Figure 1 – Example of Failure Mode for the Rapid Freeze/Thaw Test Procedure

Innovation comes
from experience

Partic
of the Cleipant
Brick Fo mson
rum
Oct
ober 4 - 6,

2021

KELLER ICS - Your partner for turnkey
plants and machinery for the heavy clay industry!
We produce machines and complete plants, highly complex
industrial robots and handling solutions, intelligent automation
solutions and technologies for environmental protection that can
be found in the brick industry worldwide.

www.keller.de/ics
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Solutions since 1894.

"Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing" continued

The new unidirectional, freeze/thaw test procedure was developed to simulate more closely
actual exposure conditions while allowing for more rapid and automated testing. As stated,
the rapid test is simply a modification of ASTM C666 which is already used for concrete and PCI
panels. The modifications allow for testing of single brick and result in cycling of just one face.
Cycling is controlled by an automated control system which eliminates the need for a technician
to handle the brick for every cycle as in the current ASTM procedure. As with ASTM C666, up to
5 cycles per day can be achieved which means that 50 cycles can be completed in less than two
weeks as opposed to the 12.5 weeks required to complete the ASTM C67 freeze/thaw durability
test procedure.
In this new procedure, the bricks are cycled in test pans which are housed in a commercial grade
freezer which has forced air convection. The test apparatus is shown in Figure 2. Each group
of 5 brick are placed with the face of the brick down in a separate aluminum test pan in ¾ inch
of water. A heating pad was attached to the underside of the aluminum pans to control the
thawing of the brick. A control thermocouple was used to monitor the facial temperature of
one brick in the center of each test pan. A second thermocouple was placed inside one of the
core holes near the face to determine the temperature gradient across the face of the brick, as
shown in Figure 3. The control thermocouple provides feedback to the control system to ensure
accurate cycling and can also be used to verify that the system is cycling properly. The brick pans
are then placed on the shelves of the freezer for testing, as shown in Figure 4.

IS THIS AN
ORDINARY BRICK?
Firing

solutions

NOT IF
IT’S MADE
WITH
ADDITIVE-A®.
At Borregaard LignoTech, we’re dedicated to quality—
both yours and ours.
When you use Additive-A,® you are using a product
manufactured to the highest quality standards.
Our quality management system is ISO 9001:2000 certified,
and our technical specialists have been serving the clay
technology industry for over 50 years. Contact us to optimize
quality and reduce production costs in your plant today.

MORE THAN MEETS
THE EYE…ADDITIVE-A®

Since 1955 leader in the heavy-clay firing
technology for every kind of kiln and fuel.

Additive-A®…
when quality
and performance
matter.

LignoTech USA • Tel: 715.355.3690
Fax: 715.355.3629
E-mail: ceramics@borregaard.com
www.lignotech.com
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"Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing" continued

Figure 2 - Brick in Testing Pan
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Figure 3 – Thermocouple placement for
temperature confirmation

"Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing" continued

Figure 4 - Test Pans on Freezer Shelf

LINGL INstaLLatIoN & servIce, Us –
YoUr PartNer For ProJects aND servIce

Plant CheCks

OPtimiZatiOn

Our service engineers helps minimise downtime, extend machine
life and avoid expensive repair.

Implementation of technical innovations and new developments
to optimise your operations.

PrOCess analysis
Based on analysis of processes of
your dryer and kiln, we indicate
potential in quality, capacity
and energy.

sPare Parts
Qualified technical advice on all
spare and wear part enquiries
and quick supply of
original parts.

rObOt serviCe
We are specialized in performing
minor and major maintenance
work on Fanuc robots.

safety systems
Modification of safety systems and
evaluation devices (e.g. safety
doors, safety light barriers
and muting systems).

Zi Best service supplier
LINGL Installation & Service Co. Inc.
522-B Arbor Hill Road · Kernersville, NC 27284, USA · phone: +1 (336) 992-3787 · fax: -3788 · mail: service@lingl-usa.com

www.lingl-usa.com
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"Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing" continued

Prior to testing, the bricks are saturated by submerging the samples in cold water for 24
hours. The brick are then placed in a pan such that the brick are at least ¼ inch apart. The
brick are also kept from resting on the floor of the pan by placing narrow spacer(s) between
the brick and the pan floor. The pans are filled with water to a depth of approximately ¾
inch. The spacer in the pan allows water to remain in contact with the finished face of the
brick during testing. When the bricks are placed in the freezer, they are initially allowed
to freeze overnight to ensure that the entire brick is frozen. The pans are also covered to
eliminate moisture loss due to evaporation during thawing cycles. A typical freeze/thaw
cycle, shown with the freezing step first, is shown in Figure 5. The control thermocouple in
the brick and the surface temperature thermocouple between the brick and the bottom of
each test pan provide the feedback which the control unit uses to control the output to the
heating pad underneath each pan. Only the output to the heating pad is controlled by the
control system to produce the freezing and thawing cycles. The freezing rate is determined
by heat transfer conditions within the freezer and the mass of the samples being tested.
The temperature of the freezer is maintained at a temperature below -15°C during cycling.
During cooling, the heating pad is turned off to allow the samples to freeze. There is no
means to accelerate freezing if it lags behind the prescribed cooling rate. Once the control
thermocouple reaches -14°C, the freezing cycle is complete because the core of the control
sample has typically been below 0°C (freezing) for more than 20 minutes. At the end of the
freezing cycle, the heating pad is activated, and the temperature of the face is increased
using the control criteria given in ASTM C666 until the control thermocouple reaches 4°C.
Once the face of the brick reaches 4°C, the thaw cycle is complete. Due to the thermal
mass of the brick and the heating system, the temperature of the control thermocouple will
typically continue to rise for a short period of time after the heating pad is turned off. At
the end of the thawing cycle, the next freezing cycle starts.
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Figure 5 – Typical Temperature Cycle

"Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing" continued

Validation of Rapid Freeze/Thaw Test Procedure
To validate the new test procedure, several commercially produced bricks were selected
for lab firing and testing. The brick selected for this study are described in Table 3. In
addition to plant fired brick, plant extruded brick were fired in the lab to provide a range
of compressive strength and pore structures for each material. These variations were used
to determine the sensitivity of the test method in determining the potential durability of
brick. The results from the new test method were compared to predicted durability from
physical properties, as defined in ASTM C216, the existing omnidirectional freeze/thaw test
procedure and the new unidirectional rapid freeze/thaw test procedure.
Group
A
B
C
D
E

Table 3 – Test Matrix

Raw Material
Shale
Alluvial Clay with Sawdust
Additive
Clay/Shale Mix
Shale
Fireclay

Forming Method
Extruded (Paver)
Extruded
Extruded
Molded
Extruded

Failure in the ASTM test method is determined by breakage, the development of cracks,
or weight loss greater than 0.5%. A similar set of failure criteria was used in this study for
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"Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing" continued

ƚŚĞƌĂƉŝĚĨƌĞĞǌĞͬƚŚĂǁƚĞƐƚƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ͘ĐŽŵƉŝůĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞƚĞƐƚƌĞƐƵůƚƐŝƐƌĞƉŽƌƚĞĚŝŶdĂďůĞ
ϰ͘/ŶƚŚŝƐƚĂďůĞ͕ƚŚĞĐůĂƐƐŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐŽĨƚŚĞďƌŝĐŬďĂƐĞĚŽŶ^dDϲϳĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞƐƵůƚƐŽĨƚŚĞ
ĨƌĞĞǌĞͬƚŚĂǁƚĞƐƚŵĞƚŚŽĚƐĂƌĞƌĞƉŽƌƚĞĚ͘ƐĐĂŶďĞƐĞĞŶ͕ďĂƐĞĚŽŶƉŚǇƐŝĐĂůƉƌŽƉĞƌƚŝĞƐ͕ĞŝŐŚƚ
ŽĨƚŚĞƚĞƐƚďƌŝĐŬƐǁŽƵůĚŶŽƚƋƵĂůŝĨǇĂƐ^tďƌŝĐŬ͕ďƵƚŽŶůǇϮƐĞƚƐŽĨƚŚĞƐĞďƌŝĐŬƐĂůƐŽĨĂŝůĞĚ
ƚŚĞĞǆŝƐƚŝŶŐ^dDϲϳ&ƌĞĞǌĞͬdŚĂǁƚĞƐƚƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ͘dŚĞƐĂŵĞďƌŝĐŬƚŚĂƚĨĂŝůĞĚƚŚĞĞǆŝƐƚŝŶŐ
ŵĞƚŚŽĚĂůƐŽĨĂŝůĞĚƚŚĞŶĞǁƌĂƉŝĚƵŶŝĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶĂůĨƌĞĞǌĞͬƚŚĂǁƚĞƐƚƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ͘

Questions? Please Get in Touch!
Kathy Hill
judith3@clemson.edu
(864) 656-8916

Nate Huygen
nhuygen@clemson.edu
(864) 656-0803

Beth Murphy
etmurphy@clemson.edu
(864) 656-1096

- Technical Questions
- ASTM Testing

- Research Program
- Raw Materials and
Analytical Testing

- Brickyard Magazine
- Educational Content
- LTMaL

Gary Parker
parkerg@clemson.edu
(864) 656-1473

John Sanders
Director
jpsand@clemson.edu
(864) 656-0603

Jessica Wagner
roches2@clemson.edu
(864) 656-1104

- Wikibrick
- NBRC Website

- Technical Questions
- Brickyard Magazine
- Brick Forum

- Dues
- Invoicing
- Accounting
- Brick Forum

Visit our Website, Follow us on Social Media, and check
your email for the latest news and updates!
NBRC Website: w w w.bric kandtile.or g
Twit ter.com/NBRCClemson
Facebook .com/NBRCClemson
Instagram.com/NBRCClemson
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"Rapid Freeze/Thaw Testing" continued

Table 4 – Summary of Test Results
Group

Firing

Plant Fired
Lab – 1967°F
A
Lab – 1877°F
Lab – 1787°F
Plant Fired
Lab – 2102°F
B
Lab – 2012°F
Lab - 1922°F
Plant Fired
Lab – 1922°F
C
Lab – 1877°F
Lab - 1832°F
Plant Fired
Lab – 2012°F
D
Lab – 1922°F
Lab – 1832°F
Plant Fired
Lab – 1967°F
E
Lab – 1832°F
Lab - 1742°F
Total Sets Classified as SW Grade
Total Sets Classified as MW Grade
Total Sets that Failed Freeze/Thaw
Durability Testing

Predicted Durability Existing ASTM
Based on Physical C67 Freeze/Thaw
Properties
Test Procedure
SW
Pass
SW
Pass
MW
Pass
MW
Pass
SW
Pass
SW
Pass
SW
Pass
MW
Pass
SW
Pass
SW
Pass
MW
Pass
MW
Pass
SW
Pass
SW
Pass
MW
Pass
MW
Fail
SW
Pass
SW
Pass
SW
Pass
MW
Fail
12
18
8
2

Rapid F/T
Test Procedure
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
18
2

ŶĞǁ͕ƌĂƉŝĚƚĞƐƚŵĞƚŚŽĚĨŽƌĂƐƐĞƐƐŝŶŐƚŚĞĨƌĞĞǌĞͬƚŚĂǁĚƵƌĂďŝůŝƚǇŽĨŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůďƌŝĐŬŚĂƐďĞĞŶ
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚ͘dŚŝƐƚĞƐƚŵĞƚŚŽĚŝƐĂŵŽĚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞ^dDϲϲϲĨƌĞĞǌĞͬƚŚĂǁƚĞƐƚƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ
ƚŚĂƚŝƐĂůƌĞĂĚǇƵƐĞĚĨŽƌĐŽŶĐƌĞƚĞĂŶĚW/ƚŚŝŶďƌŝĐŬƉĂŶĞůƐ͘dŚĞŶĞǁƚĞƐƚŵĞƚŚŽĚŵŽƌĞĐůŽƐĞůǇ
ƐŝŵƵůĂƚĞƐĨƌĞĞǌĞͬƚŚĂǁĐǇĐůŝŶŐŽĨďƌŝĐŬŝŶĂ
ŵĂƐŽŶƌǇ ƐǇƐƚĞŵ ĂŶĚ ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐ ƌĞƐƵůƚƐ ŝŶ
ƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůůǇ ůĞƐƐ ƚŝŵĞ ƚŚĂŶ ƚŚĞ ĞǆŝƐƚŝŶŐ
^dDϲϳŵĞƚŚŽĚ͘DĂŶǇĐŽŵƉĂƌŝƐŽŶƚĞƐƚƐ
ǁĞƌĞ ĐĂƌƌŝĞĚ ŽƵƚ ƚŽ ǀĂůŝĚĂƚĞ ƚŚĞ ŶĞǁ ƚĞƐƚ
ŵĞƚŚŽĚ ƵƐŝŶŐ ďŽƚŚ ƉůĂŶƚͲĨŝƌĞĚ ĂŶĚ ƉůĂŶƚͲ
ĞǆƚƌƵĚĞĚ ďƌŝĐŬ ĨŝƌĞĚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ůĂď͘  dŚĞ ŶĞǁ͕
ƌĂƉŝĚ ƚĞƐƚ ŵĞƚŚŽĚ ǇŝĞůĚĞĚ ƐŝŵŝůĂƌ ƌĞƐƵůƚƐ
ƚŽƚŚĞĞǆŝƐƚŝŶŐ^dDϲϳƚĞƐƚƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ͘
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WEBINARS
Join Mike Walker
on Wednesday, June 8th at
3:00 PM EST for NBRC’s Webinar
“Rapid Freeze/ Thaw Testing”
Join link: https://clemson.webex.com/clemson/j.
phpMTID=m6372988e9464716e813ae5ca083dc780
Webinar number: 2319 217 8040
Webinar password: CwirPNGf852 (29477643 from
phones)
Join by phone: +1-415-655-0003 US Toll
Access code: 231 921 78040

SAVE THE DATE!
More NBRC Webinars are on the way!
Mark your calendars for Wednesday July 27th and
Wednesday, August 31st
Both at 3:00 PM Eastern
More Details to come via Constant Contact!
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2022 INDUSTRY EVENTS
June 8 • NBRC Webinar, "Rapid Freeze/Thaw
Testing"
June 13 - 16 • C15 Meeting: Manufactured
Masonry Units, Seattle, WA
June 14 • 2022 Masonry Symposium,
Seattle, WA
July 27 • NBRC Webinar
August 1 - 4 • Short Course, NBRC,
Anderson, SC
August 31 • NBRC Webinar
September 25 - 27 • Clemson Brick Forum
October 18 - 19 • BIA Fall Meetings,
Hot Springs, VA
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2022 Spring Meeting Highlights
The combined meeting of the ACerS Structural Clay Products Division,
ACerS Southwest (SW) Section, and Clemson University’s National Brick
Research Center (NBRC) took place May 9 - 11. Mike Walker was recognized
for serving as Chairman of the Structural Clay Products Division of The
American Ceramic Society.

Nate Huygen presenting during the
Spring Meeting
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Mike Walker's special recognition

"Spring Meeting Highlights" continued

Plant
Tours












Totally Relineable Dies
Brick Dies
Shape Dies
Lug Paver Dies
Roof Tile Dies
Floor Tile Dies
Terra Cotta Dies
Flue Dies
Repress Trim Dies
Extrusion Troubleshooting






Completely Customizable Die for Your
Needs
In-House Casting Foundry to Allow for
Quality Castings
Quality Metals for Longer Wear Life of Dies
Texturing & Trimming Equipment

Reymond uses cutting edge
technology with CNC machines,
EDM machines, and SolidWorks
CAD design for complex die
assemblies that maybe required and
repeatable quality.

We are a representative of Sabo S.A., one of
the leading companies in constructing
Turnkey plants, producing all kinds of bricks
and tiles all over the world.
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Thank you to our
2021 Brick Forum
Utility Size
Sponsors

Reymond Products Intl. / SABO

Thank you to our
2021 Brick Forum
King Size
Sponsors

Basic Machinery Co.
• Capaccioli S. R. L. •
Direxa Engineering, LLC
• Halbert Mill Co. •
Lingl Installation & Service Co., Inc.
• J. C. Steele & Sons, Inc. •
Prince Minerals • Signode
• Stedman Machine Company

Thank you to our Bernini Impianti SRL • Borregaard USA, Inc.
2021 Brick Forum
• Danser, Inc. • De Boer Machines
Queen Size Nederland BV • Hellmich GmbH & Co. KG
Sponsors • Keller HCW GmbH • MECO • MoistTech
Corp. • Star Engineering, Inc.

Thank you to our
2021 Brick Forum
Modular Size
Sponsors
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Bedeschi • Ceratec • Dubose Strapping • E. Dillon
& Company • EH Wright Co. • Interstate Paper
Supply Company • Kimpe America LLC •
Leirimetal S. A. • McHale & Associates, Inc. •
Midwestern Industries, Inc. • Niokem •
Orton Ceramic Foundation • Rockett Inc. •
TMI USA, Inc.

